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Professional Business Continuity Software
A powerful customised toolset providing savings through automation, 
measurement and consistency
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Purpose Inoni Pro is a web software service delivered via the INONI platform on a partly or fully‐supported basis (SaaS). It 
allows organisations to build comprehensive, practical and standards‐aligned business continuity plans and 
associated tools.  It provides features for communicating and updating as required under a dedicated and secure 
company account, hosted by Inoni.

Pro delivers initial setup, impact analysis and continuity plans for each business unit, each location and for the 
organisation as a whole.  The toolset is scalable and can be extended to accommodate many end‐users.  An account 
is provided for each business unit and a manager account for each major location. Additional users can be added if 
required. Additional functions can be added and bespoke options are available.

Toolset Setup Inoni supports completion of our supplied Setup tool by the customer to initially scale and configure the BCM tool-
set.  This is accessible via the client manager login and allows import of any pre‐existing location, department, 
application and other relevant databases.

BIA Captures per‐process information via customisable online questionnaires that can be completed by or on behalf of 
business unit managers.  These collect impact, timeframe, dependency and risk information, covering quantified and 
intangible variables. BIA delivers customisable professional change‐controlled reports online and to MS Word with
updating graphs and charts.

BCP Captures and supports analysis of all plan‐related information via customisable online questionnaires.  This includes 
data to drive all aspects of emergency or incident response, prioritisation decision support, relocation and resource 
allocation, objective setting and action plans, plus detailed contact lists.  BCP delivers plans to MS Word, online and to
smart phone.

Add-ins A range of customisation options and function add‐ins are available, including risk assessment, crisis and incident 
management, ICT DR and Supply Chain, plus bespoke tools.

Features Presentation Familiar and minimal, with iconic menu, navigation and pinboard

Evidential Questions have quantified and text responses, requesting and capturing evidence

Consistency Data is collected via jargon‐free interviews, supported by hover text and contextual FAQs

Customised Inoni is inherently programmable, allowing rapid customisation so it fits your business

Comparison It can provide scored analysis, allowing benchmarking and peer group comparison

Guidance Provides intelligent advice that converges users toward best practice outcomes

Reporting Configurable text and graphical reports are provided online, to PDF and MS Word

Controls Programmable workflow, calendars, review and eSignoff provide control over activities

Dashboards Provide management control, showing completeness, change and improvement

Management Managers can be assigned to oversee one or more locations or divisional groups, allowing  delegation of responsibility 
and decentralisation. 

Administration Inoni provides administration for Pro.  Administrators have additional access to all aspects of platform management, 
including audit trail, workflow and version control.

Hosting Inoni’s web service is hosted by our agents on a dedicated secure platform. We also offer self‐hosting options under 
our Enterprise license scheme.

Availability A standard Pro Account is typically available within 3 working days of agreement to supply.
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Organisational benefits

• Integrity and consistency across the organisation
• Improved compliance with regulation, legal and customer requirements
• Savings through efficiency and automation of repetitive and difficult tasks

Advantages over alternatives

• Configurable without programming to reflect your organisation’s BCM methodology
• Diverse application and bespoke tool build capability
• Immediately available and globally accessible, 24x7
• Shared hosting, backups and all software upgrades are included  
• Import facilities allow capture of existing plans and data  
• Negligible training requirement for managers and end‐users
• End‐to‐end lifecycle coverage, aligned with international standards
• Programmed workflow provides calendars and email reminders
• Supported by experts ‐ an extra pair of hands on‐call when you need them

Features and capabilities

• Out‐of‐the‐box availability  
• Modular and scalable  
• Multiple concurrent logins  
• Customisable by you  
• Bespoke tool build capability  
• Professional bespoke reporting  
• Documentation and manuals  
• Accessible from mobile devices  
• Programmable workflow

Customisation

• Questionnaire design, content, structure and/or methodology  
• Data import and export  
• Report content, format and layout  
• Workflow and review processes  
• Audit trail and version management  
• Knowledge centre (FAQs), hover texts and user interface labels

Managed Support

A customised package that fits your organisation’s needs, providing expert resource when you need it. 

Professional Consultancy

Training and facilitation to help you succeed.  This includes large‐scale projects covering multiple locations worldwide.

Inoni offers a more flexible, different approach to many competing BCM systems and a web demonstration is recommended. 
Please contact us now on +44 (0) 1189 629 757, email info@inoni.co.uk or visit www.inoni.co.uk to find out more.

Providing business impact analysis and business continuity plans for 
your whole organisation

• Business Continuity Management System  
• Business Impact Analysis  
• Risk Assessment  
• Integrated Event Log and Risk Register  
• Business Continuity Plans  
• Maturity Assessment and Benchmarking  
• Awareness and Scenario
• Supply Chain
• ICT Disaster Recovery Planning tools



Inoni is a leading provider of business continuity, resilience and risk
management solutions. We help our clients manage risk and 
systematically defend them against major disruption. Since 2004 we 
have delivered a comprehensive and innovative range of flexible 
services and expertise for organisations of all sizes and sectors.

Inoni is also the name of our flexible software platform. It lets us create 
a bespoke automated solution that fits your business and saves you 
time, driving up reliability, consistency and productivity.

Our approach differentiates us, ensuring every customer receives 
personalised treatment and support so they benefit from all we know. 
Above all we observe the highest standards of honesty, transparency, 
service, professionalism, value for money and quality in everything that 
we do.
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